Introduction
The GCG package (Devereux et al., 1984) is a widely used sequence data analysis tool. While the command-line interface to GCG is not very user friendly, the graphical X-windows interface (WPI) supplied by GCG can often not be used due to the lack of an X-server on PC or Macintosh computers. Because Web browsers like Netscape are much more common on those platforms, we decided to develop W2H, a WWW interface to the GCG Sequence Analysis Software Package and derived services [such as EGCG (Rice et al., 1995) or HUSAR (Senger et al., 1995) ], providing the user of GCG with nearly the same functionality as the X-windows interface WPI.
W2H presents more than a hundred sequence analysis tools in a unified environment. A typical scenario starts by choosing one or more sequences that have to be analysed. It continues by choosing an application and by entering analysis-controlling parameters in a dynamically generated form. The basic cycle concludes with running the application and browsing its results. The W2H interface is free to use for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial. However, the package is only an interface to GCG programs, which are licensed software.
System and methods
From the very beginning, W2H was designed regarding the following issues.
• Platform independence: As there are is extremely large variety of computer resources in the bioinformatics domain, it is necessary to find a common denominator for a user interface. An obvious solution is to follow the trend of using Web browsers available on many platforms. The Netscape Navigator is one of the most functional.
• Quick access to the server: A real client/server architecture is needed to save time-consuming networking. A solution allowing the delegation of part of functionality to the client had to be found. The scripting language Java Script allows the separation of verification from other features, and the processing of this directly by client browsers.
• Secure access to the server and data: GCG programs and other services have to be run on a remote server, but still under the control of the users who invoked them. Privacy of user data has to be considered as well.
• State-holding server: The users of W2H have to be allowed to start GCG or other programs, then interrupt their sessions and continue from where they had left off later on. Also, a set of current user settings has to be stored and re-used later. Last, but not least, the problem of re-starting the GCG name service, which could be quite slow, has to be addressed.
• Dependency on GCG installation: An underlying premise is that there should be no need to change anything in the GCG installation in order to be able to run the W2H interface. The approach of using a special W2H configuration and dynamically created HTML files is used.
To be able to fulfil all these requirements, the following server and client architecture was designed.
Server architecture design
W2H uses the http protocol to talk with the http server and to start various CGI scripts on the server side. This is the usual approach; however, there are at least two special issues to be considered.
First of all, the applications, started on the server side, can take a reasonably long time. This means that there must be a mechanism which is able to finish a CGI script, and cut the connection between the browser and http server while maintaining and monitoring the application that is executing.
The second issue is related to the GCG naming service. All GCG tools are required to be run inside an environment built on the top of shared memory blocks. It is often time consuming (up to several tens of seconds) to establish this environment and it would be inefficient to repeat this many times for each client request.
Both issues are solved by keeping state information on the server side. W2H achieves this by keeping the following data for each user on the server side.
• GCG session environment: The GCG package allows the use of a special environment variable to keep access to an established GCG name service. Use of this variable was first implemented in the http context by Colet and Herzog (1996) . The result from the point of view of the end user is that the first connection to the W2H server can be slower, but all subsequent accesses are immediate (or better: as good as the network allows).
Moreover, W2H provides fault tolerance by determining whether the access to the GCG name service is still valid; if not, it restarts it in a transparent manner.
• A • A table for tracking all output files: W2H can constantly report the current status of processes and created data just by investigating the tables and using the client-pull technology.
• User preferences: Both application-dependent and general preferences are kept for each user. They include the last used working directory, a current working list containing sequences to work with, a set of GCG specific global options (such as the length of sequence documentation used), a preferred graphical device, etc. When a W2H session starts, these preferences are mirrored on the client side (in the form of Netscape's cookies).
Besides keeping the state information, each started application also has its own W2H script waiting and controlling the application. In this way, a comprehensive log file can be maintained, and the user can always get fresh information on what is going on. A similar approach can be used for grouping the application into batches.
Client architecture design
The client must be as independent from the server as possible. This saves network round trips and gives an immediate response to the end user. W2H uses Java Script to achieve this. The main reasons for choosing this scripting language are as follows. It is platform independent and it supports even Windows 3.1 with its 16-bit architecture. It is very close to HTML forms with extensions that listen to the user events and it requires less code to be transferred through the network (compared to Java applets). The main domains for Java Script are as follows.
• Parameter checking: The proper format, allowed range and sequence type dependency are checked. It would also be useful to check dependency rules between parameters, but this would require much more dynamic behaviour of the HTML layout that is not provided by current browsers.
• Creation of the command line: This is not a crucial requirement because the command line is used on the server side and is created on this side anyway. However, this provides an immediate image of the parameters that will be used without asking the server. • Confirmation messages: W2H creates small HTML windows to confirm requested actions before sending the request to the server (e.g. before deleting output files).
•
Help cards: The W2H comprehensive help system uses Java Script to organize the help pages into smaller pieces (help cards) which are all transferred within one HTML document, saving network load and making the help facility much more interactive.
Security issues
Since the operation of a Web server raises several security issues, the W2H design has to consider carefully the protection of the server machine from unauthorized use on the one side, and user data from access by other users on the other side. The authentication mechanism of the http protocol ensures that only authorized users gain access to the server machine. The latter form of protection is accomplished using a special server script which changes the httpd server process, started by the authenticated user, to a user-identified process so that all the processes can be related to individual users and the resulting data can be stored in these users' own disk space on the server side, respectively. Using the UNIX access rights mechanism, this user disk space can be protected from other users.
It is important to mention that there are other security aspects involved which are not specifically addressed by W2H. These include secure data transfer via the network (including Fig. 2 . This is an example for an application window. The application Map is shown. a password needed for the usual http authentication procedure) and possible security holes in Java Script.
For special environments, like workshops, conferences and company intranets, there is a special mode (Intranet mode) with less security constraints, allowing access to W2H without having UNIX accounts for all users on the server side. Security is considered either not too important (conferences, etc.), or is provided by an independent mechanism outside of W2H (firewall).
Meta-data files
The GCG package comes with a predefined set of configuration files for all included applications. They can be considered as meta-data files describing the usage and properties of any non-interactive, command-line driven application. W2H uses these files to generate on-the-fly HTML documents with forms for entering values for command-line parameters. Every application has its own HTML document, but all of them follow the same style. The GCG configuration files contribute to the W2H design.
The meta-data files are human-readable text files containing the description of the entire application (name, type of sequences it deals with, etc.), the description of the output files (types, how to name files, etc.), and the detailed description of all command-line parameters, including:
• parameter description (prompt);
• method for how to put the parameter on the command line;
• default value;
• additional data for parameter validation;
• layout hints on how to display the parameter on the screen;
• definition of dependency rules between parameters. The syntactical rules (grammar) of these files had to be determined, and a parser was designed to process them. It is easy to extend the meta-data files as there is only one layer in W2H (parser) that deals with them.
Open architecture
W2H was primarily developed as an interface to GCG tools, but its architecture allows the addition of new, non-GCG applications. A new application must be described by a metadata file, and must generally be wrapped into a shell script to behave similarly to the GCG programs. Both can be achieved easily (the templates for shell wrapping are provided).
On the output side, W2H can be extended by a set of result viewers. Depending on the application that produced the results, and on the output specification (defined in a meta-data file), W2H decides which viewer to use.
Implementation
The interface is quite comprehensive, providing advanced features like sequence selector, search set builder, enzyme chooser, and access to sequence databases in addition to GCG analysis programs.
After authentication, the interface opens up with the Main window (Figure 1 ) which consists of two separate frames. The upper frame deals with the access to applications, results, news and viewers, and with the general set-up. The lower frame contains a working list of sequences together with all tools for building and maintaining.
Access to sequences is provided in different ways. W2H users can create their own working lists with sequences to work with. There is support for adding new sequences and editing such lists. The sequences can be fetched from GCGformatted databases, or from the user file system. Sequence files can be uploaded from the client computer to the GCG server and formatted in the GCG format. If the user does not like to work with the working lists, there is a file browser available in the sequence field in the upper frame for choosing an appropriate sequence file on the GCG server.
Access to the applications is provided by special meta-data files containing lists of applications grouped into hierarchical menus. The list of applications can also be displayed as a whole tree or in alphabetical order. When calling an application, again dynamic generation of HTML documents takes place. An application sheet showing the chosen sequence(s) and all possible parameters with their default values is generated (Figure 2) . Parameters changed by the user can be saved for all subsequent calls of this application.
The Result manager, a frame-based document, is used for displaying and saving status information on running and completed programs, and a list of the output files. A clientpull method can be selected to refresh the user's screen automatically. In addition, an interface to interrupt the running applications is provided. Depending on the output type, W2H decides which data viewer to use. The most advanced options are for the graphical outputs. An example is shown in Figure 3 . Newly configured data viewers can be added. The viewers can also be used with any file on the GCG server by clicking on the 'Files' button in the upper frame of the Main window.
On-line help is provided by a help button in each window. The help button in the Main window gives access to all help topics; the help buttons in all other windows are context sensitive. Within the application windows, help for the GCG program in question is displayed.
As already mentioned, the Intranet mode relieves security considerations and allows completely anonymous access to the GCG server machine. Users are still allowed to save their preferences on their local computers, and these preferences are automatically reloaded during the next session.
The implementation is based on >70 Perl scripts, containing ∼20 000 lines of Perl code and comments. The graphics can be presented in Postscript, GIF or PNG formats, depending on the user preferences.
Discussion
W2H allows easy and unified access to important bioinformatics resources, using modern Web technology. It is designed in a modular way to enable the inclusion of new tools with little or no programming effort. On the other hand, W2H development exposed some limitations of the current Web browsers, especially the relatively low capability of dynamic changes of the HTML documents. These problems could be circumvented using Java applets, with all their advantages and disadvantages.
The W2H interface, as described here, is already fully functional, but further development is taking place. Besides improving the basic functions and features, there are plans to extend W2H by implementing batch queue processing, chaining applications together, generalizing the mechanism for adding new data viewers, especially with regard to SRS, and gaining more independence from working lists. A parallel development covers a CORBA-based interface to the GCG and similar applications in the AppLab project (http://industry.ebi.ac.uk/ applab).
